ALUMNI SPEAKS...

Mithun Vigneswar

Current job: Altiscale, Chennai

Velammal played a significant part in my transition from a school kid to a professional. My teachers helped to culture discipline, hard work, dedication in me which enabled to complete my professional education with ease and later crack the interviews as well. My memories here would always keep me wanting to go back to school.

Dr. Shoban

Since the day, I entered Matric, it just happened to be my second home, which took good care of my transition from a kid to a teen. VELAMMAL, to its excellence built in such avant garde skills in me which made me a gold medalist in medical science. With that Velammal blood running in me, I witnessed my dreams coming true and its such a magical place that can't give you a better choice.

Ajay Balan

(Clemson University USA)

I thank all the teachers and non-teaching staff who are solely responsible for what I am today. Teachers and school management take special care on every single student and take complete responsibility in shaping their career. Velammal is THE PLACE where you can strongly believe that you get your dreams come true and explore many things in the best possible ways.

Dr. Kirthiga

I am blessed to have done my schooling in Velammal Matric which trained me to pursue my MBBS & evolve as a Gold Medalist. Presently I am attending Post Graduate coaching classes at TMCAA, Thrisur, Kerala. Aiming to get MD general medicine as soon as possible....
SUDHA
Madras Medical College

Velammal my alma mater means a lot to me without which I would not have added the prefix doctor to my name. Positive atmosphere in the school gives a positive attitude to move up in our life. My sincere thanks to my teachers who spent endless hours with us, even though we were passing clouds in their life.

Holini Sushma
Stanley Medical College

Salvador stuart ship had been attained by me through the treasures cherished at Velammal. Appreciations and laurels brought our talents to lime light. Each student was considered special and was moulded to shine in their chosen field. Expertise brought from different field changed students attitude towards shaping up their career and personality. School life in Velammal gave me joyous moments, valuable skills and abundant memories.

POOJA PRIYA
Kilpauk Medical College

My dream to become a doctor since childhood became true. I joined in a KMC with a cut off 198.5. I feel happy today because Velammal instigates potential to achieve a better possible place for me.

Sangeetha
CEG

I take this opportunity as the right time to thank my school as a successful Velammalian studying final year CSC, in CEG and with job offers with Oracle and Ford. I am grateful to my school for teaching me values of life such as hard work, concentration, consistent, performing skills, potential to face hurdles, positiveness and most importantly discipline and punctuality. Schooling at Velammal was a great experience with mind blowing exposures. I take pride in thanking my school.
Bala Kumar. M
I am currently pursuing my B.E. Electrical and Electronics Engineering (2011-15) at Coimbatore Institute of Technology. Currently placed in a Software Product Development Multinational 'Aptean' and waiting for a core placement. Just like any other kid at the age of 10, I walked into Velammal without any thoughts or expectations, having no idea of what is awaiting me. But over the 8 years what I went through is... wait... Is 'Transformation' the right word?... No... ‘Evolution' is the right word. I literally evolved into a better person whom I never imagined to become.

SAI PRIYA
Madras Institute of Technology
Velammal is more home than a school to me not only because I have spent more than half my schooling years here, but also because of true parental care, love and affection that my teachers have showered on me. The enthusiastic staff at Velammal are the reason for me to be in this position today. I am currently placed with Oracle.

Praveen Balakrishnan
I’m Praveen Gopalakrishnan who was a shy, unmotivated young man who didn't really know what I was getting into when I came into Velammal for my 11th grade, from a village in Tirunelveli where my life from Kinder Garten to 10th grade was in Government school and left as a man who is mature, outgoing, and very sure of my life. I would say that one of the prime life lessons I have educated from this school relationship is that you should always be yourself. I scored 1158/1200 in 12th grade and joined Coimbatore Institute of Technology, Coimbatore (Department of Computer Science and Engineering) and currently pursuing my final year with a Job offer letter from Oracle Systems, Redwood, USA. As a matter of fact I got placed in TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES too. Indeed I would say the solitary reason for my achievement in life, getting placed into MNC’s and leading as a great man is the two years' experience at Velammal.

Dhivya Bharathi
Theni Medical College
The best teachers are those who show you where to look. But did not tell you what to look and what is the limit. My teachers made us look beyond the horizon. They moulded every spark in us and introduced to the other side of world as ever glowing stars. Today my position is because of my caring teachers.
Bakya Lakshmi  
Theni Medical College  
A place which taught not only studies but also disciplines of life and also strengthened me to face the outside world. The school seemed as a training ground to mould me. I am a medico and its only because of my School.

Nivedha  
Muthukumaran Medical College  
Velammal has paved the path for a beautiful professional journey in my life. I can see that I can face any stressful situation in life. Thank you Velammal for awakening the dormant potential within me and had given me the courage to pursue my dreams in this competitive world. You have taught us to think fast, act smart and be ahead always.

Janardanan  
Theni Medical College  
Best teaching and discipline at Velammal moulded me to secure good cut off in XII board exams, enabled me to pursue medicine.

Ram Sundar  
Madras Medical College  
My transformation happened at Velammal though determination is a simple thing but it comes with practice and than can transform your life as well as the life of people around you. I can proudly say I attained my goals through Velammal’s individual attention towards students.
Pradeep Padmanaban  
NIT, Trichy  
All the credits of my success goes to my parents, dedicated teachers and encouraging school environment. My friendly teachers and mentors moulded my interest and passion to give my BETS integrated IIT cum Board Course helped me a lot in securing good AIEEE Rank and pursue a rank at NIT, Trichy.

Charan Teja  
Chengalpet Medical college  
Joined velammal with dream of becoming a doctor like any other student and staying for the first time in hostel, was bit strange in the beginning but soon became unique and joyous way to study. I will always be thankful to my supporting teachers and the management who guided us to niche higher aspiration.

P. Priyadarshini  
Stanley Medical College  
My self Priyadarshani and my sister Ramya both emerged victoriously in class XII board exams. Both of us are district rank holders. Coming from a middle class family, Velammal helped us to reach greater height. Discipline and concept strength gained at Velammal helped me to pursue MBBS course at SMC. Thank you Velammal. My sister is pursuing Engineering at CEG with 200 cut off in XII board exams.

Priyanka  
Stanley Medical College  
I am here at Velammal from class VII my academic strength was from middle school onwards which helped me to get admission in a best Medical college in city.
Chandru
Madras Medical College

My schooling at Velammal is only in class XI and XII. Gaining control over your life involves learning and then successfully applying a number of self determination skills such as goal setting, understanding your abilities, problem solving, self advocacy. I learned all these here at Velammal. Today I am a successful in achieving my goal pursuing medicine. I cannot forget these learnings forever in my life time. Thank you for everything.

T. Lavanya
Villupuram Medical College

In order to succeed we must first believe that we can. I secured State Rank II Class X and I was motivated by the school to aim higher which ultimately help me to pursue medicine. The most certain ways to succeed is always to try just one more.

Nirmal
Chengalpet Medical College

Clean and Peaceful atmosphere. Well experienced, talented and encouraging staff and their guidance helped me to join medicine. Going down the memory lane, I am reminded of the support I received from my teachers.

VAISHNAVI
Kilpauk Medical College

This is the school which has brought me to this height which I'm now. I am really proud to be a Velammalian. I cannot forget the days how my teachers helped me selflessly to excel high. Our faculties took a genuine interest in us and were willing to offer more than their time and assistance.
Vivek
Villupuram Medical College

Myself Vivek and Deepak my brother emerged successfully in class XII. Both of us are basically average students until class X. But after joining in Velammal in std XI the process brought great change in our lives. We feel proud to be a Velammalian.

---

Deepak
Vellore Medical College

---

Lokesh Kumar
Tanjore Medical College

Self determination is a combination of skills, knowledge and beliefs that enable a person to engage in goal directed, self regulated autonomous behaviour. I am kindled at Velammal to have a goal in my life. Now successfully pursing medicine.

---

V. Naresh
Kilpauk Medical College

An average person with average talents and ambitions can out strip the most brilliant genius in our society, if that person is clearly focussed and motivated by the schools like Velammal.

---

Perarivaalan
Madras Medical College

My school helped me to transform my purpose into action, to achieve anything requires faith and belief in yourself. Vision, hard work, determination and dedication all these I learnt in my school. Velammal gave me a clear vision which kept me motivated to produce good marks in XII. These are the blue prints of my ultimate achievement.
Monica

The reason most people never reach their goals is that they don’t define them, or ever seriously consider them as believable or achievable. Velammal gave me strength to achieve my goal to be a doctor. Here confidence is boosted to every students inspite of their abilities.

Sneha
Madras Medical college

The only difference between a best student and average students is how they utilise their time. Time utilisation which I followed here in my school helped me to succeed.

R. Thillai Nathan
Stanley Medical College

Hailing from agriculture background being 1st degree holder in the family. Velammal helped me to succeed in my XII Jubilantly. My wish to become a doctor was fulfilled today. Discipline is the bridge between goals and accomplishment. A formidable combination of good head and good thought helped me to soar high in my life.

S. Vaigunthkrishnana
Kilpak Medical College

I joined Velammal in Class XI. I was an average student until Class X. I never knew I have potential to pursue medicine. Every now and then myself and my parents were motivated by the school authorities. It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you donot stop and keep your eyes in the goal. My vision is fulfilled today.
**T. Monisha**

Always do your best, what you plant now, will harvest later. The will to win, desire to succeed, the urge to reach the fullest potential are the keys to unlock the door to personal excellence.

---

**Thulasiram**

*Stanley Medical College*

I studied in Govt. School until class X. Aspiring to become a doctor I joined Velammal. Today I have accomplished my goal. Study plan and regularity followed by my school helped me reach this level.

---

**Radhika**

*Thiruvannamalai Medical College*

I received the best coaching at my school, which is the reason for my success. My school has taught me a lot of morals which I always carry with me.

---

**Naresh**

*Tagore Medical College*

I studied in Govt. school at Thiruvallur until class X, got free education at Velammal for Hr. Sec. My dream to become doctor is cherished today.
Haritha  
Stanley Medical College  

Inspite of being a Govt. School student until X I secured school first in the year 2013. Miracles happen only at Velammal. I remember the days of devotion of my teachers which helped me to soar high. I feel blessed to have Velammal as a part of my life. My hearty thanks to my beloved teachers and the management who trained me to pursue MBBS.

Balaji  
Stanley Medical College  

Have u heard of an ordinary student becoming extraordinary. I am the best example for that. I secured school first with a good cut off to achieve medical. It couldn’t have happened without being in Velammal.

Nandini  
Kilpauk Medical College  

Repeated exams conducted by the school boosted my confidence to score more marks. Yesterdays Velammalian made todays KMCean.

Praveen  
Madras Medical College  

I was awarded scholarship for class XI & XII. I studied in a govt school until class X. I was sketched by the study plan of regular cycle of exams followed by my school. My position today is cherished by my family.
Vijay C.P.
IIT BOMBAY

The teachers of Velammal made an IITian from a normal guy who does not even know what is IIT before stepping into the institution. PROUD TO BE A VELAMMALIAN... and obviously they made a big turning point in my life.

Parimalazhagan G
IIT Madras

My educational experience at Velammal turned out to be crucial for my development. I believe that experience offered here is irreplaceable. Words from teachers not only taught us subjects but also to handle the pressure.

Sunjay Prakash
IIT Bhuvaneshwar

Joined Velammal Matric only for IIT coaching, to get into IITs. I succeeded in that. Now I am doing my 4 year B.Tech course in Mechanical Engineering in one of the top colleges in India, IIT, Bhubaneswar. I was also selected in KVPY scholarship in Bangalore, in which the monthly Stipend is Rs. 6000 and National Defence Academy (NDA).

R. Sharan
IIT Madras

The frequent test conducted helped me to get used to the examination environment. With the guidance of my teachers, I was able to crack KVPY, RMO and NSEC. It is necessary for everyone to have dreams and find good platform to realize it. I am presently pursuing my Mechanical Engineering in IIT Madras.
**Krishna Kumar Kedia**  
**IIT Madras**

I feel proud that I joined this institution. I cleared RMO in class 11 and appeared for INO. With the guidance of my teachers, I was able to clear KVPY, NSEC. I planned my work and executed it properly. I feel very lucky.

---

**Gopal Kedia**  
**IIT Bombay**

My teachers were demonstrative and I would get my doubts cleared now and then. I concentrated on never repeating my mistakes in tests & unraveled KVPY & NSEC. I am lucky to be a part of this school as it gave me a platform to achieve my dream.

---

**Priyadharshini**

My secret of success is to put heart, mind and soul into even smallest acts performed. My smallest performance is appreciated always by the school which triggered me to score better.

---

**Siva Murugan**  
**Madras Institute of Technology**

Aspiring to scoring high, I joined Velammal in class XI coming from southern district. I feel happy to get 199 Engineering cut off which helped me to secure admission in MIT. I'm grateful to my alma mater and proud to be a part of this institution.
SARANYA
Stanley Medical College

I am basically from a lower middle class family. Velammal was like a paradise to me. The encouragement of my teachers and higher authorities made me what I am today, Velammal’s plan of action architected my life. I am proud to say that school’s action plan made me to emerge as a district rank holder.

Nafees

Being a student from abroad it was a really tough task for me to come up with Indian system of education and lifestyle. But my school assisted me to a great extend in clearing all those difficulties at ease. Beside studies my school taught me how to adapt myself to different situations in my life which is now helping me to face all the challenges in this open world. I always feel proud to be called as a Velammalian.

Shafeeqa
Trichy Medical College

Hailing from a doctor family from abroad and settling in this new culture was a real pressure. But the faith and confidence that my teachers bestowed on me helped me to climb the mountain and face the challenges, they set the bar high and gave me the strength to pursue my dreams. Today, because of Velammal not only I see the world but the world sees me too.

Kanimozhi
Stanley Medical College

I belong to middle class family. I did not opt for any special coaching. The coaching given in my school was more than enough to prepare for my exams. The secret behind my success is my school and teachers who encouraged me a lot. Velammal will change your way of study, shape your thoughts and will make you different from others. Working on a regular basis and understanding the concepts are the keys to success.
Ambika  
**SRM Medical College**

Velammal showed me what life is, defined me to myself, helped me to compete with this world and at last showed me the right path. I feel very grateful to my teachers who had been a pillar of strength in all my endeavors.

---

Divya  
**Thiruvannamalai Medical College**

The excellent guidance of my faculties made my dream come true. Velammal has made a huge contribution to where I am in life today. Whenever I am making new strides in my career, I always remember my school with gratitude.

---

Vignesh  
**Vellore Medical College**

I am basically from Chennai, knowing about the school we shifted our house to Ponneri for my education. I was an average student when I joined Velammal in IX std, Velammal taught me how to excel and scale newer heights. I am a medico today because of Velammal. My sister, who is doing her CSC Engineering, got centums in XII board. My family feels delighted today because of the school.

---

Kiruthiga  
**Vellore Medical College**

Both my parents were working, so I had to stay in Velammal Gurukulam hostel. I could not forget the days at Velammal which made me to have a better future, a very comfortable environment with a whole hearted support from everyone.